
Bulletin No.: PIP5146A

Date: Mar-2015

Subject: Chatter Or Bind Feel On Turns 

Models: 2010-2015 Buick Lacrosse

2010-2015 Cadillac SRX

2013-2015 Cadillac XTS

2014 2015 Buick Regal

Equipped with AWD

This PI was superseded to update Models. Please discard PIP5146.

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI.

Condition/Concern

Some customers may comment on a bind or shudder on turns during tight parking lot manuvers. 

Recommendation/Instructions

For 2012 Lacrosse and 2012 Lacrosse ONLY update the software calibration in the EBCM. Updated software scheduled for release 8/25/2013 may correct this 

condition for the 2012 Lacrosse. If EBCM calibration corrects the concern then no further action is required. If the concern is still present after EBCM calibration 

update then continue on with following recommendations. 

Verify that the concern is caused by the rear drive module (RDM). The RDM is considered the differential clutch and limited slip differential clutch and does not 

reference the electronic control module.

If the condition is isolated to the RDM the Check fluid levels in the differential clutch and the limited slip differential clutch as outlined in Service Information. If fluid 

levels are incorrect then diagnose and repair as needed. See latest version of Pi0703 if the limited slip differential clutch is overfull. Pi0703 will not be updated as 

it was created for a specific issue that was corrected in production HOWEVER a seal that gets damaged during normal operation may cause the same concern 

and can be corrected using that information. 

If no fluid level concerns are found then change the differential clutch oil filter using Differential Clutch Oil Filter Replacement procedure in Service Information. 

Ensure that all old oil is removed from the housing as well as any debris is also cleaned out of the housing. 

Important:  When refilling the differential clutch if you do not get 300 ml. of oil back into the differential clutch the vehicle WILL set a c0407 symptom 64. You 

must fill the differential clutch through the vent when it is in the vehicle to get the proper amount of fluid in.

Parts Information

Part Number Description Qty

20986573 Filter kit 1

88863349 US  88863350 Canada Lubricant 300 ML.88863349 US  88863350 Canada Lubricant 300 ML.

excel sheet

Warranty Information

For vehicles repaired under warranty use:

1



Labor Operation Description Labor Time

3031460 Differential Clutch Oil Filter Replacement   Use Published Labor Operation Time

2810035 Electronic Brake Control Module Reprogramming with SPS   Use Published Labor Operation Time

Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step.  If the condition exhibited is resolved without completing every step, the 

remaining steps do not need to be performed.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer".  They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may 

occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, 

safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely.  If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that 

your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.

WE SUPPORT VOLUNTARY TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION
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